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date je m'appelle 

1.  blanc1.  blanc1.  blanc1.  blanc     

2.  blanc2.  blanc2.  blanc2.  blanc     

I ate. 

We danced. 

3.  noir3.  noir3.  noir3.  noir     

4.  noir4.  noir4.  noir4.  noir     

I went shopping. 

We watched a DVD. 

5.  bleu5.  bleu5.  bleu5.  bleu     

6.  bleu6.  bleu6.  bleu6.  bleu     

I went into town. 

I stayed at home. 

7.  rouge7.  rouge7.  rouge7.  rouge     

8.  rouge8.  rouge8.  rouge8.  rouge     

I went to a party with Louis. 

I went out with Léa and Océane. 

9.  jaune9.  jaune9.  jaune9.  jaune     

10. jaune10. jaune10. jaune10. jaune     

I went into town with Hugo.  It was nice. 

I went for a walk with Jules.  It was boring. 

le Xle Xle Xle X     

l'araignéel'araignéel'araignéel'araignée     

Afterwards we chatted with Léa and Hugo, and it was  
quite fun. 

Finally I drank a cola with Louis, but it was really rubbish. 

                        Write the sentences in French.  Write the sentences in French.  Write the sentences in French.  Write the sentences in French.      

                        How many points can you score?How many points can you score?How many points can you score?How many points can you score?    
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NOTES FOR THE TEACHER 

Archers always aim for the gold 10 circle on the target, ideally the X (the inner 10 circle) and the 

spider (the exact centre of the target).  The gold 10 circle is the size of a CD and so very hard to 

hit from the distance of 70 metres that is used in the Olympics. 

By working out these sentences, students are encouraged to "aim for the gold".  They can only 

get there, though, by practising and by hitting some other parts of the target as they go. 

Students will be able to see how sentences can be built up from the very simple to the more  

complex, often by adding just a few words. 

Recording their success with a tick or a cross in the circles at the bottom will enable them to see 

their success. 

The language for this activity is from Studio 3 Rouge pp14-15. 


